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Access on subscription
- The National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine for academic libraries
- Individual subscription (through the "Informatio-Consortium" Association)
- International cooperation (e-library of theses as a part of The Russian State Library, e-materials of The German Literature Cabinet acquisitions)
- In agreement with publishing houses (for presenting their production, as a promotion etc.)
- Authorized access from the Library’s network

Full text publications
- Resources published by the Library itself (collections, literature guides) or by its employees
- Publication items that were granted to the Library by its authors or publishers
- Scanned items (either on discs or in the database)
- The scientific information resources of The Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine Internet-environment

Test access
- Organized by the Library
- Organized owing to the participation in the ElibUkr project
- Organized owing to the participation in the "Informatio-Consortium" Association
- Information on those OA test access permissions that are available only for certain period of time

Free-access scientific resources
- Ukrainian language resources
- Resources in foreign languages
- Scientific data search engines
- Universal resources (i.e., Google books, Europeana, World Digital Library)
- Open access magazines (general portals, specific magazines)
- Repositories (e-archives)
- Publishing houses (open access publishing houses, open resources projects of the commercial publishing houses)
- Formation of such resources, their integration into the e-catalogue as in perspective
- Databases (including scientific magazines, books, theses)
- Individual publications
- Thematically arranged

Methods of promotion
- Information stands at the library
- Announcements in reading rooms
- Leaflets (in reading rooms, information desk, enrollment center)
- On-site announcements and news releases
- E-resources information block on the e-Catalogue page and on all "info display posts"
- RSS direct mailing
- Mailing of data to other Lviv libraries
- Mailing according to user mailing lists
- Presentations
- Trainings for librarians and users
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